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What a masterpiece Amoroso was to read. For me the Alfonzo series is read like poetry that's

beautifully flawed.This series will have you so emotionally invested, not only to the amazing story
line but the unforgettable characters as well.Amoroso took me there, I could hear my heart in my
ears, the pulse on my tongue, the tension in my body, feeling everyemotion the characters went
through. At the end, Thinking Out Loud! I shed tears.Oh what a journey! what a painful and beautiful
Journey!I wish I could give this book a thousand stars! Magnifico! And yes I am praying for book
17!!!

The unlikely alliances--GreatThe transition of "the kids" -- BelievableThe human conditions of
insecurity -- UnderstandableThe heart-stopping fear --Emotional; I cried real tears (Semira)The
family reunion -- InspiringI loved the plot, pace and portrayal of AMOROSO!

Ok I will not tell anything too significant to spoil your reading experience. In saying that WTF lol. ..
This author will take you thru some changes. When I read this one. I was already going thru some
things. So I was okay that it didn't come out the day it was suppose too. I opened my Kindle and it
took me too Italy, New York, Puerto Rico. I was in the room when people died. I was in the room
when someone cried in grief and I cried with them. I was in that dark place telling someone to not
give up the will make it and they are not alone. I was there when someone fought to not take that
last breath and break the hearts of people they would leave behind. This is what a book like this
series will do to you. It will make you leave your problems behind. Take you to another land. Learn
history. Learn how to forgive. Learn how to love when you want to hate. Thank you for creating this
series SW Frank. Thank you for creating my husband. Thank you for teaching me forgiveness.
Thank you for answering some questions. Thank you for showing fellowship between women who
are not sisters, not in constant competition with each other but helping one another over a receipe
for dinner fora loving husband :) I can't wait for 17 but even if there is not another one. You went out
with a sweet sixteen baby :)

I read each and every book in this series as if it was my favorite television show. I can't wait for the
next episode, I love these people in this sage. Amoroso was not a let down, I received what I
expected , a good laugh, strong relationship, family values and at the end of each book LOVE. Then
there is the unexpected; a voice from the past, and new characters comes into play. Of course it's
all about their family history, and both the tragedy along with the triumph will keep you reading for
more. This book was quite short , so I consumed it before bedtime, I could not put it down. This
cannot be the end to the Alfonzo series because these is still more to read about, to know, still

history to spill, and still love for Nico, Alfonzo, Geo, and the 2nd generation of the Dichenzo, Diaz,
Giaganti families.

I just read the last sentence in Amoroso. How do I even begin to work these books out of my
system? I'm so attached. Is it time to really fall back? These books are filled with so many life
lessons, yet it's fiction. Thank you for bringing Alfonzo, Geo, Selange, Shanda, Sophie, Vincent into
my world, but most of all Nico and Ariana. So, I won't be sad. I'll always be able to lay my head on
my pillow. Cut on my Kindle. Turn on some slow tunes or classical and reminisce on the Giacanti Mi
Familia starting with book one.... Alfonzo!

Alfonzo is the mafia series by which all others should be compared! Each installment gets better
and better, and I've come to the realization that you're either going to love this series, or you'll hate
it. I am on #teamloveit! SW Frank has a unique writing style that draws you in. You're so caught up
in the drama that before you k of, the story has ended. The dialogue is always witty and refreshing,
and at times, downright damn hilarious. There is never a dull moment with the Giacanti clan. There
are always new alliances, severed relationships, egregious acts of treason, and of course, sweet,
hot romance.This installment focuses more on Alfonzo and Nico. I missed not having Geo around
as much, but he's still all up in his feelings following his sister-in-law's murder at the hands of his
Bain... Get over it dude. You know the code. Geo always did think he was exempt, but Al is always
there to check him.I swear there are children popping up out of the woodwork in this one. Plot twists
are abound, and new characters are introduced. I love Ari, but I'm glad she finally got her ass
checked because she thinks she is on Selange's level, but that ass gone learn the hard way.I never
want this series to end. It's sooo good. This would make one damn good cable series - HBO level,
not TNT...

Some may ask...What's Love Got To Do With It? And in S.W. Frank's latest masterpiece ~
Amoroso, I would say EVERYTHING! Ms. Frank truly treads the murky shark infested waters of
deceit, trickery, and death to deliver a refreshing, yet down and dirty, full of action Volume 16 of the
Alfonzo, Mafia Crime Family Saga. With new faces blending in with our most beloved, as well as
hated characters, we see first hand what the title "Amoroso" truly means. Not only does this book
begin like the thrill and anticipation of an extreme amusement park ride, but it also drops you into a
storm of emotions, raw and refined depending on which explosive scene you happen to be reading.
Amoroso will have you requiring many tissues and something strong to drink to ease the pain and

fear for those we love and thirst to read about another day. Many of the relationships are tested and
tried beyond belief, only to once again lead you down the winding road of trust, love, passion,
affection, and protection at any cost; you know the ultimate expression of love, commitment, and
sacrifice...Laying ones life down, for FAMILY! "Amoroso" is a page turner that will have you sitting
on the edge of your seat, biting your nails and praying true love lives to see another day! Great Job
S.W. Frank!!!!
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